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1 Executive Summary
The sharing economy offers a huge potential in the future. Nowadays, the society gets more
and more convenient, meaning that the daily life should be as comfortable as possible. Even
more the call for sustainability becomes louder and louder. Therefore, we will approach those
two facts with the sharing platform share-me.ch, where people can lend and rent out daily
used stuff, such as hiking shoes, cameras, bikes etc. Potential private lessors can upload a
picture of a specific item via computer or App. Potential borrowers can search those items
and rent them for a specific time period. Business lessors can provide the data of their goods
via XML and exchange it with the platform. Share-me.ch makes everyone’s life simpler: Rather than buy expensive or wrong items, people can rent the desired staff, test it, use it and
save a lot of time and money. With the contribution to charity projects, share-me.ch follows
the call for sustainability and supports development in underdeveloped regions.

The sharing market is expected to reach a market volume in 2025 of 670 Billion USD. Furthermore, market research shows that the sharing economy in Switzerland is still in a growth
phase. Low level of regulations and increasing popularity for sharing opportunities make
Switzerland a suitable country for the market entry. Decreasing search and transaction cost
will even more drive the attention in the future for this kind of business models. The target
group was divided into 3 different parts. People between 18 and 30 years, people between
31 and 59 years and businesses. 60+ is not considered as primary target group, but is also a
potential target group. Despite the existing competition, share-me.ch will use its strengths to
become the sharing platform number one.

By using the existing finance, marketing and project management skills of the founders, combined with the already existing cooperation with the marketing agency erklärungsvideo.ch, an
appropriate and target-aimed market entry strategy has been set. First, flyers and explanation videos will be used in order to drive attention to the platform. Second, business lessors
will be acquired and convinced. Third, a crowdfunding campaign will be established to increase public attention and show the intention of growth.

The company needs to be founded with 1’000’000 CHF and needs to raise further 700’000
CHF within the next two years. One reason therefore is the planned market entry in several
countries by 2019. Nevertheless, the business becomes highly profitable starting from the
year 2020. A modern company of the 21st century, offering services with only a little need for
fixed assets. A unique investment opportunity for potential investors.

Share-me.ch – Simply Share!
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2 Products and Services
The sharing economy is well established as a megatrend, but there is still a huge potential in
this area. A lot of people do not have enough money to buy stuff, which they use only for one
or two events. Just imagine you need skis for a weekend in the mountains, but buying skies
for only one weekend seems to be not the right way for you. Or you need hiking shoes for a
hiking trip the next day, but new shoes are not affordable for you.

We offer the right solution.

We aim to set up a platform where people can lend and let daily used stuff, such as hiking
shoes, cameras, bikes and all other kind of goods. This platform will be named share-me.ch.

On share-me.ch you will find a marketplace with private and business lessors, which offer
their goods to an affordable price. For further explanations, we have to distinguish between
private lessors and business lessors. The principle will be really simple.

Private lessors
Potential lessors can create a profile and upload a picture of the stuff, which they are willing
to lend to other people for a certain fee per day. The registration process can happen on a
normal computer or via our App. After a price tag was set, the item will be now visible on the
platform for all other users. That means, potential borrowers can search specific items, which
they do not own, on our platform. After the targeted item has been found, they can reserve
the desired item for a specific duration. All offered items are insured against damage.

Business lessors
Almost the same principle counts for business lessors, who are willing to rent out goods of
their own product range. Business lessors can exchange their data automatically with our
platform over XML.
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Share-me.ch addresses clients’ needs
Nowadays, the society gets more and more lazy and convenient, meaning that the daily life
should be as comfortable as possible. That is actually the main point, why our platform approaches todays’ society. Share-me.ch makes everyone’s life simpler.
•

Rather than buy expensive items, and probably use them only once or twice, people
can just rent the desired stuff and save a lot of time and money.

•

Rather than buy a product, although one is not sure if it is the right one with the right
features, people can rent a product for one day and test its functions and features.

•

Rather than spending a huge amount of money for advertising campaigns, shops can
target their target customers via our platform, and give them a trial use of their products.

•

The call for sustainability and a reduction of product waste is increasing. Our platform
contributes to this trend, by shifting the people’s behavior. Share-me.ch will contribute
with every transaction to certain charity projects.
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3 Market Analysis
“The sharing economy converts the values. The consumption changes – Goods should be
utilized and not only owned” by René F. Lisi, CEO of Sharecon.

The worldwide investments in the sharing economy is strongly increasing from year to year.
In the meantime, over 12 billion USD are invested. This corresponds to almost double of the
investments in the area of social media. A study of Deloitte shows that in 2013 the worldwide
market volume reached 26 billion USD and is expected to grow further in the following years
up to 110 billion USD. PWC estimates an even bigger market volume in 2013 of 255 billion
USD and is expecting a growth up to 670 Billion USD by 2025. This results in an estimated
average market growth of 8.3%. These figures show a big market, with even a bigger potential. Despite the US Market is not considered as first market to enter, it offers a detailed insight of the sharing situation. In a study of 2014, PWC shows that only a minority of 44% of
the US population is familiar with the sharing economy, pointing out the still existing potential
in the market.

Even though the market is not completely new, over 57% of the participants who already
tried the sharing economy, mentioned in the study that they still feel concerned about the
sharing economy. Mainly because of security, hygiene, quality and trust issues. Overcoming
these concerns can even further increase the market size. The most excited customer
6
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groups were identified as young people from 18-24 years, households with incomes between
50’000 and 75’000 USD, and families with kids in the house under 18 years. The groups who
are familiar with the sharing economy mentioned the following benefits:

Only 7% of the US population in 2014 acted as providers in the sharing economy, what repeatedly underlines the huge potential of the market. The groups can further be classified by
age and income:
Age

Income

The study of PWC further indicates that the consumers are showing a robust appetite for the
sharing-based economy, underlining that companies could transform today’s threat into tomorrow’s opportunities.
7
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3.1 Swiss Market
As the market entry is planned for Switzerland, a more detailed analysis of the Swiss market
has been made. Even though some studies about the sharing economy in Switzerland exist,
no concrete figures about market size, market growth and market potentials are mentioned.
But nevertheless, studies indicated that the sharing economy in Switzerland finds an increasing popularity with the market entry of Airbnb, Sharoo, Mobility and Uber in the last years.
Nevertheless, Switzerland is far away from the market situation in the USA, also in respect of
funding. Experts are showing a lack of financial support in the Swiss market, beside an existing demand of customers and a huge market potential.
A Study of Deloitte in 2015 with over 14000 participants shows that over 18% of the participants already took services from the sharing economy, while 55% are willing to take services
within the next 12 months. Even more Swiss people are willing to demand services from the
sharing economy than people in the USA.

The highest activity in the sharing economy in Switzerland can be observed in the area of
transport and accommodation. The two areas are responsible for over 60% of the entire
goods and services, which are currently shared in Switzerland. Services are expected to
have the largest growth within the next two months. This situation may also reflect the activities of the sharing companies in Switzerland. As transport and accommodation have famous
representatives as Airbnb, Uber, Mobility and Sharoo, no famous and well established company with the same popularity can be identified in the other areas.
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The participants of the study, no matter if they are in favor or not with the sharing economy,
mentioned a strong believe that the sharing products are offering a cheaper solution for them
and lead to a higher level of sustainability. Additionally, almost 50% also believe that it offers
more choices for consumers. In contrary only 40% think that the sharing economy leads to
more convenience for consumers. This result might reflect the technical and behavioral barrier for consumers to adjust to the upcoming megatrend.

While analyzing the studies a huge and significant gap between the German-Speaking part
and French-Speaking part can be identified. In the French-Speaking part of Switzerland 65%
are in favor with the sharing economy, while in the German-Speaking part only 32% of the
participants are in favor with. About 50% of the respondents in the German-Speaking part do
not support the business model of the sharing economy. These results might reflect on the
one hand side the cultural differences in Switzerland and on the other hand show the unsatisfied situation of providers offering easy solution for sharing goods and services.
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The study of Deloitte shows that the sharing economy is continuously growing in Switzerland
with an increasing number of Swiss start-ups. The reason for the growing number of startups is the supportive environment in Switzerland. By today other countries already introduced additional regulation and prohibitions to restrict the activities of companies such as
Uber and Airbnb, while Switzerland mostly avoided taking quick government action. But the
increasing success and growth of sharing platforms lead to more and louder calls for regulation. Moreover, sharing industry encourages a form of micro-entrepreneurship where everybody can become a supplier, which may raise the need for new laws to deal with tax and
safety standards. Many experts argue that many legal questions and uncertainties can be
answered with the current legal framework. And a large majority of the participants is against
the introduction of new regulation, with only 36% pointing out the need for more regulation.
Even less than in the USA. But existing companies may increase their noise because of the
unsatisfying situation for them. In conclusion the environment in Switzerland to enter the
market seem inciting. The well-developed infrastructure, wealth, low governmental hurdles
and a well-educated society contribute to this situation, despite having a lack of financial support in the area of sharing economy. But the growing number of start-ups indicate a higher
awareness for investor for this business model and an increasing demand from the population:

Overall the sharing economy in Switzerland is still in a growth phase. Low level of regulations
and prohibits, an existing and increasing demand and popularity for sharing opportunities
and a comparable little amount of providers of sharing services make Switzerland a suitable
country for a market entry. Decreasing search and transaction cost will even more drive the
attention in the future for this kind of business models. But the shift of the consumers’ behavior from buying to sharing goods will probably remain the main challenge for the sharing
economy.
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4 Clients
4.1 What are our target groups?
Our target group consist all people who have stuff at home, which they can lend out. As elderly people (60+) have some problem to handle modern communication devices (cellphones, laptop, etc.), they (60+) are not our primary target group. Due to legal risks children
under 18 are also not a part of this target group, as there may be some legal risk regarding
contractual issues. Therefore, the following number of people can be quantified as target
group:

People in Switzerland

31-59 Years old

3 480 043

18-30 Years old

1 346 562

0

1 000 000

2 000 000

3 000 000

4 000 000

Number of people

As the platform acts as a market place, also businesses are involved inside the target group.
Every business, which is also lending out goods, or which want to lend out their goods are
inside the target group. Switzerland has about 389’165 workplaces in the service sector. As
among these numbers also companies are included, which do not have incentives to rent
their goods (as for example food distributors Coop and Migros), a conservative assumption
of 10’000 potential business customers is made.

Lead for 18-30 years old

Market potential
1’350’000

Lead for 31-59 years old

Lead for businesses

Strategic business areas

2.0%

Market share
in first year
27’000 clients

3’480’000

0.2%

6’960 clients

10’000

10.0%

1000 Clients
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4.2 Customer groups
After identifying the potential target group, a more detailed classification is made. This classification aims to provide a more realistic and conservative valuation of the market size and the
expected clients. As not everybody is committed to the sharing economy and regarding the
relatively young and undeveloped market, the market potential leads to an unrealistic estimation of the real size of the market for the close future.
Description
18-30 Years old

Young people, students, professionals, who are open-minded and
have a sharing philosophy. Lending out own goods doesn’t scare
them. The people are feeling confident by doing business over
mobile devices and computers, and they apply technological devices regularly. They see an opportunity to increase the own income by sharing own goods, which they don’t need for a moment,
with any person.

31-59 Years old

People with more financial power, who prefer and own a higher
quality / status of products than the younger group. Lending out
own goods doesn’t scare them. The people are feeling confident
by doing business over mobile devices and computers, and they
apply technological devices regularly. They see an opportunity to
increase the own income by sharing own goods, which they don’t
need for a moment, with any person. They might aim houses,
boats, sailing boats, etc.

Commercials

Renting out goods is their current business or they think about entering in this business area. They want to increase their income by
offering their goods to rent out over a platform, which increases
their number of clients. The businesses do not want to establish
an own renting platform on their website, as it involves financial investments, time and other resources (employees, etc.).
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4.3 Customer needs
The following table indicates the needs of the customer groups, the relative importance and
how satisfied today’s available solutions are for them.

18-30 Years

Need
People who are not willing to

old

buy new expensive stuff to use it

Importance

Today’s
satisfaction

only a couple of times or people
who are willing to test (rent) an

important

partly satisfied today

important

partly satisfied today

important

hardly satisfied today

expensive product before buying
it. People who want to rent their
stuff to somebody else and earn
money with it.
31-59 Years

People who are not willing to

old

buy new expensive stuff to use it
only a couple of times or people
who are willing to test (rent) an
expensive product before buying
it. Or people who want to rent
their stuff to somebody else and
earn money with it.

Commercials

The need to target a whole community directly on a platform for
free instead of having big marketing campaigns. Companies
looking for increased utilization
of their products.

The non-commercial sector indicates in the market analysis an increasing demand for sharing products and services and therefore a growing importance. Today’s providers only can
serve those needs partly. Especially Sharely offers a service in the addressed area, but being confronted with only a low size of the community and therefore only having little products
available, as well as a bad technical operation, they do not satisfy the market needs appropriately. Commercials customers are more and more confronted with the trend of the sharing
economy. The study of PWC shows that consumer have a robust appetite for the sharing
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services and underlines that companies could transform today’s threat into tomorrow’s opportunities. Currently no platform is offering an automatic data exchange with business lessors. Therefore, the needs are hardly satisfied by an increasing importance for commercials
at the same time.

4.4 Financial power of the customers
The study of PWC shows that customers can be found in all kind of age and income groups.
Obviously younger people probably have less income available to spend compared to the
older group. Nevertheless, they build an important group for becoming a micro-entrepreneur
on the platform, as they are more likely to upload and provide goods. Commercials are not
listed in the following table as they seem most likely to act only as a provider of goods and
not as a demander. Therefore, their financial power is not considered.
Group

Financial power
Students have a lower amount of money available compared to professionals.
But both have the advantage to save money by renting products for a certain
time instead of buying them. Over 1.34 Million people live in Switzerland in
this age according to the BFS. Despite huge differences in the financial power
in these group, all income classes can operate over the platform, as the study

18-30 Years old

of PWC shows. People with a lower income are more likely to act as microentrepreneur and provide new goods to the platform. As the sense of sharing
economy is not already well established, people may be skeptical over this
platform at the beginning. But as soon as the sense to sharing everything with
everybody becomes a majority opinion, we want to be the one platform with
the biggest community of users and products.

This group has potentially a higher financial power than the younger group,
despite having huge individual financial differences within the group. In Switzerland over 3.4 million people belong to this target group. As in this group
31-59 Years old

people might be even less willing to share their stuff, the likelihood of participation is low at the beginning. As soon as the sense to sharing everything
with everybody becomes a majority opinion, we want to be the one platform
with the biggest community of users and products.
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5 Competition
As the sharing economy is a fast growing market, a lot of new companies are increasingly
founded. There are plenty of provider of sharing services inside Switzerland. The following
table gives an overview about the competitive environment in Switzerland:

A lot of companies provide sharing services in Switzerland. The most famous actors in the
market are Uber, Sharoo, Mobility and Airbnb. Uber, Sharoo and Mobility are offering sharing
solution in the area of private and individual transportation, while Airbnb is a platform where
users can offer their flat, rooms, houses, etc. to other users. Other platforms focus on car
parking, clothes, commercials offices, work, cooking and financial issues. Those companies
are indirect competitors, because they do not offer exactly the same services. On the other
hand, Sharely for example has to be seen as a direct competitor, because they offer more or
less the same.

All those companies can be seen as direct or indirect competitors. But one should not ignore
the indirect competition occurring from normal retail stores like Interdiscount, Ochsnersport,
Digitec, etc. Although they do not offer a share service for products, they are in an indirect
way a competitor as well. The client can choose whether he wants to rent or to buy a good.
Overall, Sharely can be seen as the major competitor, because they offer a sharing platform
for everyday stuff and they do not act in a niche.
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5.1 Strengths and weaknesses of the competition
One of the most important weakness of the main competitor is the missing App. Give the clients the chance to upload stuff with their smartphone, wherever they are, is a big missing opportunity. Furthermore, the website of Sharely is not really clear at all, everything looks too
fancy according to the authors. Both points can be used to be better. On the other hand, the
main competitor has already an existing reputation including financial resources, which are
not available for this project at the moment.

Why would the customers come to us and not to the competition?
We will provide some added value that will distinguish us from the competitors. Our platform
will be organized more clear, furthermore we will provide an App, where people can directly
take picture from the item they are willing to lend. So they do not need to switch to a computer to upload the picture.

5.2 Competitor analysis Sharely

In order to compare Sharely and share-me.ch with numbers the following competitor analysis
has been done. Whereby share-me.ch ratings are based on a future situation, assuming the
implementation of all operations were successfully after 1 year of entering the market. Key
success factors were identified as usability, automatic payment procedure, community, social
donations, insurance, App, marketing activities, financial resources and support. Both providers Sharely and share-me.ch were then compared in each category, and the results are visible in the spider chart above.
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Both providers have still only a little community, Sharely for example has approximately 4 uploads a day, which is quite low. Furthermore, they do not offer social donations, which may
also serve the increasing demand for social entrepreneurship and corporate social responsibility. Both providers can record a high in the insurance criteria, as all goods are insured by
the Mobiliar insurance. Since share-me.ch will provide an App to upload goods and Sharely
not, the rating for mobile access is higher. This influences as well the usability of the platform. In this aspect, share-me.ch will create a google website inspired platform, where people can enter the product they are looking for and the location they like to rent it. All transaction on the platform will be possible within a few clicks and secure a high level of usability.
Although it is hard to reach a lot of clients and to be present everywhere, share-me.ch will
use its marketing tools more efficient (for example with the cooperation with erklaerungsvideo.ch) and therefore gets a better rating. Finally, Sharely offers only limited support
on their website, no direct support on the website or phone number is mentioned. Only a
contact form is provided. Our platform will provide an integrated support tool on the website,
as well as a telephone number for direct customer requests.

The following analysis shows the traffic on sharely.ch. They reached an amount of 15’000
visits in January but otherwise they only had little traffic on the platform. This indicates a
higher marketing budget as usual in one month, but not a constant level of investment. The
time spend on the site is about 3.5 minutes. When the page was analyzed in February, the
time spent on the page was even below 20 seconds. Over 75% of the user get on the platform by entering the URL in the browser. This indicates that only a small amount of people
visits the page by google or other referrals (social media advertise, etc.). A bounce rate of
over 42.5% shows also room for improvement.
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6 Market Entry
In order to apply an appropriate market entry strategy, we have to analyze and summarize
first the main strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of our business. Being clear
of those will help defining the right strategy.

6.1 SWOT Analysis
Strengths
Both founders acquired a lot of useful skills during their studies, both Bachelor
and Master degree, such as marketing and finance. By joining a successful and
rapid growing startup company in the area of online marketing, both gained valuable experience and practice-oriented knowledge in the online marketing business. Since
project management belongs to the main duties in their daily business, the gained skills in
this area can be transferred to this new project. Furthermore, an arrangement with the marketing agency erklärungsvideo.ch was set in order to set up a marketing campaign. Finally,
the demand for sustainable behavior and corporate responsibility is huge in today’s society,
hence the contribution to charity project counts as a strength. The company also has no
need for a big initial investment and most of the costs are variable.

Weaknesses
Since both founders have little savings to invest in this project, there is no starting
capital available to finance the required resources. Additionally, no knowledge in
terms of coding or App development is available at the moment. Since the founders have no experience in building up a community, making the clients familiar with shareme.ch will be a huge challenge.

Opportunities
The sharing market in Switzerland is booming. But no serious provider of a sharing market-place platform with a big community exists. There is a high potential to
become number one known platform in this area, as other competitor specializes
themselves in a niche. Furthermore, a lot of companies struggle with the usability of their
platform or provide no App for the mobile market. Furthermore, no incentives (financial and
non-financial) exist on existing platforms.
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Threats
A sharing philosophy is still not well established in Switzerland. It is also hard to
pretend if Switzerland is a suitable market for sharing own things. Mobility has
shown that sharing a car together finds a big demand, but when it is about sharing
own stuff, no big experience was made until now in Switzerland. Furthermore, people still
show a kind of fear for renting out own goods what can be seen as biggest threat for the platform. The risk of not entering in a suitable country down to cultural barriers exists.

6.2 Market entry strategy
Given the knowledge about the target clients and their needs (Chapter 4), the current market
situation and its growth opportunities (Chapter 3), the existing competitors including their
strengths and weaknesses (Chapter 5) and finally the results of the previous SWOT analysis,
the following market entry strategy can be defined.

Step 1
After setting up a bug free web platform and App, share-me.ch can enter the market. In order
to drive as much attention as possible for the launch two big campaigns will be started. In order to get the attention of the younger target group a big flyer distribution will happen. We
found a producer in Serbia, where we are able to produce over 100’000 flyers for less than
0.01 Euro per unit. Those flyers will mainly be distributed at universities and train stations.
Simultaneously a big launch of explanation videos (marketing videos) in partnership with
erklärungsvideo.ch in many different forms and stories will be made. Those videos will show
characters in all kind of situations where goods are needed and renting is the best solution.
Simultaneously videos will be introduced to explain how easy it is to upload products on the
platform and become a micro-entrepreneur.

Step 2
Quickly after the first wave of marketing activities and after receiving the attention of the public, a high number of companies will be contacted by letter and email in order to convince
them to add their data by automatically data exchange on the platform.
Step 3
In order to reach even more public attention a crowdfunding campaign will be established.
The issue of this action will not be funding itself, where we expect to raise about 100’000
CHF of new capital, the main target is to increase the public attention and show the public
that the platform is planning to grow fast and extend the range of products. We provide to all
20
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donators a voucher of 5 CHF for their first transaction on the platform. On the one hand side
this will drive more traffic from the public on the platform and on the other hand the donators
will get familiar with the platform by their first transaction using the voucher. Those users are
likely to become lessors on the platform, as they already experienced one transaction on the
platform. Even more clients might be acquired through this action by the word of mouth from
the donators.

Step 4
After a basic set of products is available on the platform, we will organize several events to
show how cheap and easy it is to rent the necessary equipment. Hiking trips, running events,
parties, mountain biking, etc. will be organized, where people can participate, despite having
rented products on the platform or not. At this events marketing will be included with an information desk, where potential customers can come up with their worries and questions.
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7 Operations
In order to start the business, certain resources are required. But one has to recognize, that only little resources and assets are needed, compared to other
branches and start-ups. The operation plan defines how our product will be developed in order to enter the market with it. Furthermore, all the necessary elements to run the
business are listed in this chapter.

Research and Development
The basis of our business will be the platform share-me.ch and our App. Therefore, we have to construct and develop those two elements carefully and client
oriented in order to reach and convince our target group. A little research has to
be conducted to find out which website design and which App design seems attractive to our
clients. Once the website and the App are online, continuous revisions will be necessary. But
further research and development will not be necessary in the early stage of the business.
Collaboration
Only a few collaborations are required to start our business. First, we have to
look for appropriate freelancer who create and develop the App and the website. This cooperation is very important, because the business rise and falls
with the website and the App, that is why a close and trust-based relationship
with a freelancer is key. As already discussed we are willing to include business lessors into
our business model. This part represents the second important collaboration we have to fix
before we can start the business. Therefore, we have to acquire several business lessors,
who are willing to rent out products, which are actually intended for sale. Those businesses
must be willing to share and transfer their data with our platform and our App. The data will
be shared via XML. Additionally, we will set up a collaboration with the marketing agency erklaerungsvideo.ch to support us in terms of marketing campaigns, addressing the right target
group etc. As already discussed, all shared products on share-me.ch will be insured, hence a
cooperation with an insurance company will be compelling.
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Main Resources
Our business does not need a lot of human resources at the beginning. Besides
our own workforce we only need one freelancer. In the second year we need then
additional 2 workforces as support. These might be students or part-time workforces. The number of support workforces depends then on the growth of the business. Furthermore, support is guaranteed in terms of marketing activities by the agency erklaerungsvideo.ch. At the beginning, no fix location will be needed, because all work can be done
from everywhere. But we need to find a service provider who hosts the platform and the data.
Financial resources will be discussed in the next chapter.

Legal Requirements
No specific legal requirements are necessary for the moment. According to a
study from Deloitte it is still unclear, if new laws have to be set up in the future. A
lot of Swiss law experts agreed that most of the new law questions concerning the sharing
economy can be answered with the existing laws. As the platform generates leads between
renters and lessors, there is a limitation of liability, as the rental contract is concluded among
the single parties.
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8 Financial Planning

The revenue is calculated by the number of expected lendings on the platform, assuming an
average of 15 CHF at private lessors and an average of 20 CHF at business lessors. The
platform secures for the services and the lead a charge of 20% on the transaction volume.
As in the chart indicated, at the beginning the community is higher than the number of lendings, because not every registered user might use the platform. After the platform was established we expect that the number of lendings grows faster than the community, assuming the
number of lendings per user will increase.
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2% of the transaction volume will be donated to social institutions and another each 2% will
be needed for the insurance fee and the payment services offered on the platform. For the
platform, the App and design a price of 13’500 is expected, as the project was advertised on
freelancer platforms and received several offers for this amount. The huge losses at the beginning are mainly due to salary payments and the marketing expenses, which are needed
for the fast market entry. 2019 is expected to be the first year to make profit, but additional
marketing expenses of 300’000 for new market entries delay this milestone. Nevertheless,
the business should start becoming highly profitable starting from the year 2020.
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The balance sheet shows a modern company of the 21st century, offering services and with
only a little need for fixed assets. The company needs to be founded with 1’000’000 CHF in
order to avoid an indebtedness and further 700’000 CHF within the next two years. One reason therefore is the planned market entry in several countries in 2019.
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9 Management Team
Both founders have approximately the same education. After completing the commercial apprenticeship in the finance sector, they finished a Bachelor of Sciences in Business Administration with above average grades. Igor Stojanovic gained during his apprenticeship and
during the bachelor degree experiences in the banking sector, while Fabian Liechti found
himself in the insurance sector. Both started their Master in International Management, while
joining a successful and rapid growing startup company in the area of online marketing.

Combined the partners offer the following portfolio of strengths and weaknesses:

F. Liechti

I. Stojanovic

In addition to the mentioned skills and weaknesses there are more points to add. As for example the experiences collected in the startup area will help the management for this project,
as a wide range of insights in all area was made. During this spell the management was confronted with all aspects a startup is confronted with and with the unique environment, which
can be built.
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10

2

11

High

5

9

7

3

6

Low

Middle

1

8

4

Very low

Extent of damage

Very high

10 Risk Analysis

Very low

Low

Middle

High

Very high

Probability of incidence
Nr.

Risk

Probability Extent of
of incidamage
dence

Instruments to avoid risk or to decrease effect

1

Behavioral shift
from consumers

Middle

Very High

By being present everywhere and
with a lot of marketing expenditures
the shift will be forced. Furthermore,
the sharing economy is perceived as
a megatrend in the society with an
increasing demand.

2

No Funding

Middle

Very High

Due the financial volatility and risk
founders may not be attracted for the
investment. A well prepared pitch
and an active participation on startup
competitions and a regular meeting
with business angels will be key in
this situation.

3

No deal with an insurance company

Very low

Middle

As the Mobiliar insurance already
has a contract with Sharely, the risk
of no insurance deal is very low.
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4

IT Development risk

Very low

Very High

A bug free platform and App will be
key for the success of the company.
Therefore, already known programmer will be involved, where the necessary skillset is included. If the platform is full of bugs and doesn’t run
well the business will fail.

5

Participation of
commercials

Low

High

As there is increasing demand from
commercials to participate on the
sharing industry, the probability is
low. Nevertheless, they act as important source of providing goods
and damage is high. A personal contact and negotiations with every
business partner will be essential at
the beginning.

6

New regulations
and laws

Very low

Middle

The call for more regulations is existing, but still an opinion of a minority.
Therefore, the probability is very low,
but the establishment of new regulations and laws may affect the business.

7

Talent acquisition

Low

High

Talent is of course a key success
factor, as only the best employees
can take the business to the next
level. The talent will be acquired
carefully, by considering the skillset
and personality of a person.

8

Unsuitable Marketing

Low

Very high

A perfect market penetration will be
a key success factor to enter and to
be successful in the market. Every
start of a business is hard, but by
building a big community the marketing has to be appropriate and effective. Different marketing channels
and communication strategies will be
applied, as well as A and B testing of
different complained with a line by
line tracking will therefore be established.

9

New competitors

Middle

High

Many startup companies are being
funded all over the world. A market
entry of a competitor seems possible. By offering unique services, a
high level of marketing activities and
with a fast action plan, the number 1
position will be secured.
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10

IT attacks from others (hacking)

Middle

Very high

Competition in the 21st century in the
digital area is usual. The risk of
hacks from others are existing and
therefore only the best servers and a
trustful firewall will be built on the
platform and the App. The damage
of a hacking attacked might affect
the whole business.

11

Lessors of bad
goods

Low

Very high

It is certainly possible that several
lessors provide a bad quality of
goods and therefore damage the
reputation of the platform. Therefore,
a rating system will be introduced,
where renters can rate lessors and
vice versa.

11 Action Plan
In order to successfully start the business, the following milestones have to be concluded.
Action

Responsibility

Deadline

Buy domain

Founders

Mai 2016

Founding company

Founders

July 2016

Administration stuff
(Bank account, documents etc.)

Founders

July 2016

Acquire freelancer for
platform and App development

Founders

July 2016

Secure funding

Founders

Whole year

Close a deal with insurance company

Founders and insurance company

November 2016

Set up the platform

Founders and freelancer

January 2017

Launch App

Founders and freelancer

January 2017

Start marketing campaign

Founders and erklaerungsvideo.ch

January 2017
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12 Appendixes
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